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Abstract: Forest traffic networks receive considerable structural stress from supporting heavy vehicles
and machinery. Usually, in forest areas, artificial waterways are constructed on the side of the road
and feature open constructions, so that solid materials blocking the waterways may be easily cleared.
The use of closed bridges at vehicle crossing points, though infrequent, necessitates the use of
installing closed water pipelines of large diameters. However, these closed, reinforced concrete (RC)
water pipelines suffer structural damage over time. Here, we propose the strengthening of existed
old concrete pipes using sheets of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) at increasing levels. The
assessment of the results, which were conducted in ABAQUS, is done in light of the stress tests
and suggests that the use of a simple, cost-effective method, such as the installation of composite
materials, can potentially increase the structural strength of these pipes and allow their re-use for
forest roads.

Keywords: forest roads; strengthening RC pipe; CFRP; numerical analysis; stress analysis

1. Introduction
1.1. Forest Roads

Road and infrastructure construction is considered to be an essential part of forestry
as forests become sustainable and profitable only if they are connected with a suitable
road network, (see, for example, road network assessments in Europe [1], Turkey [2], the
Himalayas [3], and the Amazon [4]). With the construction of forest roads, any forest can
potentially be opened for financial gain and sustainable maintenance; they are the skeleton
of integrated openings of forests, mountains, etc., and are the basis for any activity. An
integral part of forest roads are side road projects, which serve a functional and protective
role, and compose, together with the road tarmac, the overall image of the forest road.
Amongst the wide variety of side road projects are the technical works for the protection of
water slopes along forest roads. A key feature is the drainage of water across forest roads
in a manner that can guarantee its usability and road worthiness, as failure to provide
adequate drainage along forest roads can have wide-ranging negative results [5].

A predominant issue with road projects in forest roads is maintaining uniformity and
compatibility between construction works and the surrounding environment, while at the
same time such works require a good adaptation to the terrain [6]. The traffic load on forest
roads is small, therefore forest roads with one lane are justified provided that appropriate
widening points are provided for the intersection and return of vehicles [7]. Large loads
are transported on forest roads, so a stable foundation and base are not only required but
an absolute necessity.

Adjacent water drainage support projects ideally facilitate the harmonious connection
of the road with the landscape, adapting to the image of the surrounding landscape with
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appropriate configurations of their shape and with a utilization of the correct choice of
materials. Occasionally, water drainage may include culverts that have a diameter opening
of up to 4 m. Culverts that run under a forest road may be separated based on the shape of
their cross-section: tubular, slate, vaulted, and boxed. They may be further separated based
on their construction materials: stone, (reinforced) concrete, iron, and wood. In order to
be able to cope with extensive weight loads, prestressed concrete pipes are now in use for
water drainage in forest areas where trucks carrying timber are passing through (for typical
characteristics of prestressed concrete pipes see [8]). The structural qualities of prestressed
concrete pipes, such as their sturdiness and their hydrostatic pressure bearing capacity,
in conjunction with the possibility of constructing pipes of large diameters, make them
highly preferable for use not only in forestry but also in agricultural, urban, and industrial
projects. As they are tubular-shaped, when their entrances and exits are properly designed,
they are better adapted to the forest landscape and can be used at cross-sections where the
forest road’s path may lead it to go over a water drainage point [9].

Prestressed pipes are composed of a concrete core, high-tensile steel wires spirally
wound around the concrete, occasionally incorporated steel cylinders embedded in con-
crete, and a mortar coating layer. The prestressing wires are typically designed to withstand
the entire hydrostatic pressure. However, they are susceptible to corrosion, hydrogen em-
brittlement, and are also prone to manufacturing or installation defects. As a result, the
prestressing wires supporting the hydrostatic load may break unexpectedly. If many wires
break, the pipe’s bearing capacity is decreasing substantially. Eventually, pipe ruptures
occur with potentially impactful consequences.

1.2. CFRP Strengthening of Re-Used RC Pipes

Our primary interest lies in providing a cost-effective structural strengthening pro-
cess of concrete water pipes intended to be re-used and placed in forest roads. In order
to withstand immense pressures from both inside and outside, water supply engineers
spend copious amounts of time so as to assess the wire-breaking process of structures of
prestressed and reinforced concrete pipes and propose remedial plans.

There have been a number of proposals aiming to provide structural strength to
concrete pipes, without necessarily making use of prestressed steel bars, when they are
ruptured and in need of replacement. Usually when concrete pipes are damaged, they
may be encased in reinforced concrete, relined with a steel liner, have a circumferential
post-tensioning strand added to them, or even attached to a smaller diameter high-strength
composite material on the outer face of the pipe [10]. These methods, however, are neither
time- nor cost-effective as they involve removing the earthworks around the structurally
damaged area [11]. In recent years, a new method has come to the forefront: the installation
of carbon fiber reinforced polymer sheets (CFRP). The properties of this material have
been studied and found ideal for strengthening concrete [12]. To date, there have been a
number of applications, including supporting concrete beams [13], asphalt paving [14],
construction slabs [15], arch dams [16], and even bridge girders [17], while (C)FRP rein-
forced concrete surfaces have increased in strength and durability both in the lab and in
real-life applications.

CFRP benefits from a higher elastic modulus and low density while at the same
time having a low manufacturing cost, and it is easy to apply. When such sheets are
installed, usually by applying epoxy glue [18] on the outer or inner surfaces of the concrete
pipe, to repair damages, provided that the diameter of the pipe permits it, they can
constitute a cost-effective way to not only amend damages but also structurally reinforce the
cement pipe. Engindeniz et al. (2014) [18] assessed the bonds between cement pipes with
CFRP material using epoxy, taking measurements at different temperature and humidity
settings. The bonding quality between the epoxy unifier and the two materials (concrete
and CFPR) was shown to be effective for a broad range of temperatures and humidity levels.
Measurements between concrete and CFRP bonds has also been evaluated by Malvar et al.
(2003), indicating that this procedure has considerable value and usability [19].
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One of the most important tests, which we consider to be of particular relevance due
to its concise yet extensive nature, was conducted by Lee and Karbhari (2005) [20]. They
subjected a prefabricated fiber reinforced polymer and a wet layup of fabric-strengthened
reinforced concrete (RC) pipe sections to both internal pressure as well as external loads.
These conditions approximated a close stimulation to ecologically valid situational stresses
that concrete pipelines face in forest roads. Typical external loads may be in excess of
w > 34 t vehicles loaded with timber [21,22] while internal pressure may come from a
combination of water, silt and forest biomass. The results of these types of stress tests
clearly demonstrated that the use of an appropriately designed FRP structural sheet would
be an adequate replacement and semipermanent solution that makes up for the loss of
structural action from external prestressing. Additional tests assessing the structural
applications of CFRP to concrete pipes have been conducted in [23,24], which showed that
such applications have considerable potential. Mending concrete pipelines of considerable
diameter has also been calculated, but only at an exploratory level [20].

Regarding the practical application of carbon fiber reinforced polymer sheets, sev-
eral designs and application methods have been introduced. Here, we present Loera’s
(2006) [25] concept of standalone section and semirigid section designs for CFRP repairs.
This model is based on local soil conditions, which may differ geographically. Soil con-
ditions in which the concrete pipes are placed are extremely important for the general
structural stability of the entire work project and failure to take this parameter into account
may have serious implications, particularly if the pipelines are placed in areas of heavy
traffic or are subjected to external pressures of considerable magnitude [26].

By systematically experimenting with several deformation models of buried pipes,
such as the linear continuum theory [27], small deflection theory [28], and symmetrical
buckling model [29,30], it is our intention to adopt these concepts to distinguish between
the unconstrained and constrained buckling of CFRP-lined pipes under combined loads
and derive corresponding CFRP liner buckling equations.

Lastly, two research groups [31,32] conducted hydrostatic pressure tests measuring
watertightness and longitudinal bending of the CFRP liner at the concrete pipe ends. The
tests highlighted that CFRP-lined pipes that showed longitudinal bending of the CFRP
liner and leakage can be made watertight by embedding an additional glass fiber fabric
lamina, painting a polyurethane coating, and by adding more CFRP layers.

Taking into consideration the research projects above, we aim to apply a new technique
of strengthening concrete pipes in forest roads with a cost-effective method that is relatively
easy to implement by personnel with appropriate training, as a potential implementation of
the methodology presented in [10], and further elaborate and expand it to practical usage.
As a method of strengthening, maintaining, and even fixing low/moderate damage on
existing pipes, we propose applying layers of CFRP by wrapping them around the external
surface of the pipe. Certain levels of training and experience are considered essential as
before and during application of the CFRP layers the personnel, under guidance of the
engineer onsite, need to assess the conditions of the ground and ensure the pipes’ surface
cleanliness and the suitability of the primer, among other parameters, so as to ensure
adhesion between the concrete and the reinforcement layers. From the methods available,
the hand-layup system presented in detail in [33] appears to be the most appropriate
one. As for the effectiveness of the bonds between the concrete and the CFRP layers,
these may be evaluated using different approaches, all of which are effective to a certain
degree [34,35].

2. Materials and Methods

Using the three-dimensional finite element software ABAQUS, we constructed a model
of a typical water RC concrete pipe with an internal diameter equal to 1650 mm, aiming to
depict a typical forest road concrete pipe at a scale of 1:1. Additionally, reinforced concrete
water pipelines with similar geometry are in stock and readily available for re-use at the
warehouse of Thessaloniki’s Water Supply & Sewerage Company [36]. The mechanical
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properties for both for concrete and steel were measured in situ and in the Laboratory for
Strength of Materials and Structures of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.

In total, we drilled, in situ (Figure 1a), four concrete cores; the first three were used to
assess the compressive strength and the last one was used to measure indirectly its tensile
strength with a splitting-tension test. The concrete tensile strength was equal to 4.3 MPa.
Figure 1b shows the stress–strain graph of the concrete cores tested under compression.
The measured quality of the concrete is equal to grade C35/45.
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Figure 1. (a) In situ drilling of RC pipe. (b) Concrete mechanical properties.

The RC pipes we chose to simulate in the present study were prestressed both in
the perimeter and in the longitudinal direction. We measured the mechanical properties
from both prestressed reinforcements. The spiral reinforcement had a diameter of 5 mm,
whereas the longitudinal had a diameter of 7 mm. Our outlook was the re-use of existing
water RC pipes for forest road infrastructure. For this reason, the material testing was
implemented by obtaining specimens in situ from an existing piece of pipe that displayed
structural damage. (see Figure 1a)

The experimental measurements are depicted in Figure 2b. In total, six samples were
tested under direct tension: three came from the 5 mm diameter spiral steel and the other
three were 7 mm diameter samples originating from the longitudinal reinforcement of the
pipe. The experimental setup is demonstrated in Figure 2a.

As it can be concluded from Figure 2b, both the 5 mm diameter spiral pre-stress bars
and the 7 mm diameter longitudinal pre-stress bars exhibited yield and maximum stress
greater than the designed values, a fact that ensured the acceptable quality of the materials.
The 5 mm specimens had an average maximum strength of 1772 MPa and a yield stress of
1602 MPa, whereas the 7 mm reinforcements had an average maximum failure stress equal
to 1695 MPa and an equivalent yield equal to 1507 MPa.

For the numerical models, we adopted the complete nonlinear σ-ε behavior of the
steel reinforcement.

The RC water pipes presented here are based on existing, in-stock, pipes, ready to
be re-used in a suitable and appropriate manner in the field following the principle of
sustainability in infrastructure wherever and whenever possible. This is the rationale
on which we based our decision to measure the mechanical properties of two additional
pre-stressed steel samples that were corroded, simulating the effect of humidity and time
onto the steel strands. It is well established that the structural failure of prestressed pipes is
usually focused on the corrosion of the prestressed strands [37]. We decided to investigate
two scenarios: one with low corrosion and a second scenario with high corrosion. The
level of corrosion was quantified according to the area of the strand that was corroded:
25% corrosion represented a low-corroded area, whereas a high level of corrosion was
set at 75%. In Figure 3a we show the 75% corroded specimen in the experimental setup.
Figure 3b depicts the stress–strain graph of the two corroded specimens compared with the
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average behavior of the non-corroded specimen. The tensile stress was calculated taking
into consideration the measured remaining diameter of the strand. The basic observation
was that the corroded strands have a much smaller deformability than the non-corroded
ones. In addition, the normalized stress to the initial diameter was without any doubt
much smaller.
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Figure 2. (a) Experiment setup. (b) A σ-ε graph depicting the prestressed steel (5 mm, 7 mm).
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Following the in situ and laboratory analysis, and in order to better understand the
structural performance of the prestressed RC pipe, we developed a three-dimensional FE
model based on the experiment material properties using ABAQUS, taking into account
and implementing realistic geometrical sizes. The investigated RC pipe had an overall
internal diameter equal to 1650 mm. The thickness of the pipe equaled 140 mm. Within that
thickness dimension, both the longitudinal and spiral strands were embedded. The step of
spiral prestressed strand was 14.66 mm. The length of the pipe equaled 1000 mm, which
represented a typical length for avoiding stress concentrations and provided an effective
analysis time. This geometry was simulated with great accuracy in the software. Every
model component was meshed based on these geometric characteristics. The material of
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both concrete and mortar, used for covering the spiral strands, were simulated using the
software’s eight-node brick element (C3D8R). When considered necessary, an eight-node
three-dimensional cohesive element (COH3D8) layer was used to model the complex
CFRP-concrete interface. For those cases that we applied external strengthening with
CFRP, we simulated the cohesive properties of the strengthening scheme. The CFRP was
meshed utilizing the same C3D8R element. A three-dimensional truss element (T3D2) was
chosen to simulate the prestress strands. The longitudinal strands were embedded into the
concrete thickness and the spiral reinforcement was embedded into the mortar coating. The
boundary conditions were set realistically under the local cylindrical coordinate system.
The radial direction was free in order to allow the radial deformation of the pipe. Figure 4
shows the 3D finite element model with the basic dimensions.
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The mechanical properties presented above (for both concrete and steel) were adopted
to all numerical models hereafter. In order to assess the mechanical properties of concrete,
we developed an analytical equation, a fourth degree polynomial, for the accurate predic-
tion of the nonlinear compressive behavior of concrete. (see Figure 1b) Despite the fact
that its tensile strength was measured equal to 4.3 MPa, for the numerical analyses it was
adopted equal to zero. This assumption is proposed in all modern design norms.

The investigation commenced with the assessment of a non-strengthened RC pipe in
order to obtain a base measurement of its structural properties. We subjected the numerical
specimen to varying external loadings and internal pressures. After the evaluation of the
non-strengthened pipe, we proceeded to take measurements of varying strengthening
techniques by applying CFRP layers externally and evaluated how this strengthening
responded to similar external and internal loadings. The applied forces were meant to
simulate real-life stress applications on the pipe, which, as mentioned earlier, may range
from water, silt, and forest biomass on the inside surface of the pipe up to external loadings
on its outside surface, such as heavy operating vehicles and trucks loaded with timber. The
live load was adopted equal to 80 kN, assuming the load of a truck’s axle.

We examined four loading conditions of an existed prestressed RC water pipe with
and without strengthening schemes with CFRP sheets. In Figure 5a–d we demonstrate the
following loading conditions:

(A) The first loading condition simulated a concrete pipe with permanent and live loads,
simulating the soil above the pipe and potential crossing of moving trucks, equaling
80 kN as mentioned above.
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(B) The second loading condition was simulated a pipe in typical operation mode, repre-
senting water, silt and forest biomass. For this case, we applied an internal pressure
of 4 atm. (total permanent and live loads + 4 atm)

(C) The third loading condition simulated an extreme pressure condition of a potential
flood. This was meant to simulate a biomass component, such as a large piece of
driftwood or a thick tree trunk including foliage, becoming stuck in the pipe and
causing a localized flood. For this case we applied an additional pressure of 4 atm.
(total permanent and live loads + 8 atm)

(D) The fourth loading condition simulated a pipe in typical operation mode along with
deterioration of the prestressing spiral steel for a region of 200 mm. (total permanent
and live loads + 4 atm)

The aforementioned loading conditions were applied both for the non-strengthened
and the strengthened models.
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(d) The fourth loading condition (200 mm deterioration region, permanent + live loads + 4 atm).

3. Results and Discussion: Potential Application of CFRP for Forest Road Pipes

The results presented here are based on loading conditions A to D described above.
For all aforementioned scenarios, the external prestress was applied to the spiral strands.
The applied prestress was equal to 787 Mpa, below the yielding stress of 1600 Mpa that
was measured experimentally. The prestress resulted in a uniform compressive field on top
of which the loading conditions A to D were applied. The following results are discussed
having as a reference the limit state of the vertical stress s22 along the regions that we mark
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with the red ellipse in all the following figures. The limit state is developed at the tangential
line across the width of the RC pipe. As a result, the tangential s22 is the ultimate stress
that can be developed for this double symmetric geometry.

The first loading condition, A, included the self-weight of the pipe, typical loads from
the soil above the pipe usually found in forest roads, and the external live load of 80 kN
simulating the load of an axle of a truck heavily loaded with timber. For this scenario, the
stress distribution along the thickness of the pipe was not uniform, like the distribution of
the external prestressing of the strands. The application of dead and live loads resulted
in a minimum compressive tangential stress s22 of 5 MPa developed on the outer layer,
while the maximum compressive stresses equaled 12 MPa and were developed along the
internal layer of the pipe (Figure 6).

For loading case A, in which the pipe was empty and the spiral prestress had no
damage, all developed stress components were in compression. Pipes that have been
subjected to these forces are structurally robust, and as such, can be re-used in forest road
infrastructure.
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Figure 6. Developed stresses s22 (MPa) for the first loading condition, A (empty pipe with permanent
and live loads).

The second loading condition included all the permanent and live loads with ad-
ditional application of an internal pressure of 4 atm, simulating water, silt, and forest
biomass.

From Figure 7 we see that the worst region where tangential compressive stresses s22
got their minimum and maximum values, are found again at the mid-height of the pipe
and more specifically at the outer and inner face, respectively. As a result, the minimum
developed stresses s22 became equal to zero (0 MPa) while the developed maximum
stresses s22 measured 11.5 MPa and were found in the internal face of the pipe.

The application of an internal pressure simulating water, silt, and forest biomass
resulted in the zeroing of the compressive stress, thus reaching the bearing capacity of the
prestressed pipe itself. Taking under consideration the aforementioned rationale and the
fact that we were using old, in stock pipes in which the spiral prestress had no damages,
we could argue that the safety factor of its capacity had not been met.
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Figure 7. Developed stresses s22 (MPa) for the second loading condition, B (operating mode, internal
pressure of 4 atm with permanent and live loads).

The third loading condition simulated an extreme scenario of a flood where the
demand of the flow inside the prestressed RC pipe would increase to a value of 8 atm.
From Figure 8, we observe that the tensile stresses appear at the outer face of the pipe,
indicating that we have the initiation of cracks on the concrete surface. At this point we
need to emphasize that this scenario included the maximum external prestress of the spiral
strands. As a result, the application of this extreme scenario inactivated the compressive
field of the pipe, leading to the development of a tensile crack on the outer face of the
concrete. In Figure 8, the failure mode is also depicted. Finally, the maximum developed
stress s22 was also decreased to a value of 7.5 MPa, which appeared as expected in the
internal fiber.
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Figure 8. Developed stresses s22 (MPa) for the third loading condition, C (extreme flood mode,
internal pressure of 8 atm with permanent and live loads).

Due to the fact that the present research focuses on the re-use of existing prestressed
RC pipes, we felt confident adopting a scenario in which the existed pipe had a damaged
area of 200 mm across its width where the spiral strand was corroded. For this region, the
external prestress was inactive. As a result, the fourth loading condition, D, was identical
to the second loading condition, B, with the additional factor of a deteriorated surface
width of 200 mm where the prestress is inactive (see Figure 9a in which the red strands are
inactive).
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Figure 9. (a) Depicting 200 mm deactivation. (b) Developed stresses s22 (MPa) for the fourth loading
condition, D (operation mode, pressure of 4 atm with permanent and live loads).

From Figure 9b we observe that the stress distribution along the width is not uniform,
whereas stress concentration is observable in the region in which the external prestress
does not exist. The developed stresses for this scenario showed great tensile stresses on
the outer face equal to 1.55 MPa. Thus, the prestress deactivation of a region of 200 mm,
created an unsymmetrical stress field resulting in extreme tensile stresses that could cause
small or large cracks, even for the loads of condition B, which is the operating mode.

The following Table 1 summarizes the developed stresses for all loading cases. It is
obvious that the application of loading conditions A, B, C, and D convert the compressive
uniform stress field of the spiral pretension to a nonuniform field, where for scenarios
C and D we observed the development of tensile stresses, and both localized as well as
total failure of the pipe due to cracks. For the fourth loading scenario, when we had the
prestress deactivation of the 200 mm region, the existed, re-used prestressed RC pipe failed
due to the development of “extreme” tensile stresses, which was in accordance with our
expectations. Finally, we observed that the maximum compressive stress of 12 Mpa was
much less than the average measured maximum of 50 Mpa.

In addition, since our focus was on re-using existing RC pipes, it is realistic to expect
several scenarios of pipe deterioration.

For these reasons, our intention was to investigate how the application of externally
bonded CFRP sheets onto the outer face of the pipe was going to improve its limit state
and increase its structural stability in the four aforementioned loading scenarios.

Table 1. Summary of developed stresses for all loading conditions.

Stresses (MPa)

Loading Condition Uniform Spiral Prestress

Inner Face Outer Face

After pretension −7.70 −7.70

A. All external loads −12.0 −5.00

B. Operation mode −11.5 −0.00

C. Extreme flood demand −7.50 +0.33

D. Partial (200 mm) deactivation of prestress −7.09 +1.54

For the present study, we chose to adopt an extreme scenario to deactivate all pre-
stressed spiral strands. We also chose to apply the strengthening schemes for the extreme
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flood scenario C. As a result, we implemented two strengthening scenarios. In the first one,
we utilized two layers of CFRP, thus we wrapped around the pipe with two layers. In the
second scenario, we further increased the strength capacity by attaching four CFRP layers.
The adopted limit state of the following scenarios focused on depicting the developed
strains onto the CFRP layers. We chose the aforementioned limit state since it was well
known from the literature [38] that the ultimate strain capacity of CFRP ranges between
1.2–1.5%. Furthermore, the adhesive between the CFRP layers and mortar was not investi-
gated due to the fact that the CFRP sheets were wrapped around the pipe, resulting in a
perfect attachment of the composite, eliminating a debonding failure mode.

Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate the developed vertical strains (ε22) of the pipe with the
CFRP layers attached onto it two layers and four layers, respectively. As mentioned before,
we deactivated the prestress and applied loading condition C as an extreme scenario. It is
depicted that the deformation of the pipe, for both strengthened schemes, was decreased
due to the existence of the CFRP sheets. The developed strains onto the two layers of
CFRP were equal to 0.6%, resulting in a developed stress on the composite sheet equal to
1400 Mpa. The developed strains on the four layers of CFRP sheets were equal to 0.25%,
resulting in ultimate stress values in the range of 650 Mpa.
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Finally, we investigated a final scenario in which the loading case C was combined
with an additional live load of 32 kN, simulating the external load of a heavy timber truck
passing above the strengthened RC pipe. As expected, it was shown that the strengthened
RC pipe developed stresses slightly higher than the previous scenario. Table 2 summarizes
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all aforementioned results. For all cases where the strengthened RC pipes were put to
the test, it was shown that the exploitation of the composite material was less than 50%,
resulting to increased structural stability for the pipe.

Table 2. Summary of developed stresses for strengthened RC pipes.

Stresses (MPa) on CFRP Surface

Loading Condition 2 CFRP Layers 4 CFRP Layers

Outer Face Outer Face

Strengthened RC pipes, C loading case 1400 650

Strengthened RC pipes, Vertical load equals to 32tn 1500 700

The advancement in knowledge that is yielded through this paper is a direct demon-
stration of how existed, deteriorated concrete pipes of medium and large radiuses may be
subjected to strengthening via CFRP sheets, and as such may be re-used in forest roads
as part of road drainage systems. It is clear that the accumulative application of CFRP
layers to prestressed concrete pipes not only provided additional structural support to the
pipe itself, but it exceeded expectations in doing so by changing the order of magnitude
via an extremely cost-effective method. These results beckon the question as to why the
reinforcement of prestressed concrete pipes is not more commonplace, particularly in
situations where such pipes are frequently exposed to heavy structural loads and high
humidity levels.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have tried to demonstrate a possible solution to a common problem
in forest roads: how to structurally strengthen existed, prestressed concrete pipes meant to
drain water, which, due to exposure to both high humidity levels and extreme external and
internal pressures, suffer structural damage. We conducted a 3D numerical analysis taking
measurements of both internal and external pressures and have come to the conclusion that
bonding the external face of the pipe with CFRP sheets significantly improves the strength
of the pipes, matching the results of Zhai et al. (2020) [31] for prestressed concrete pipes
with broken wires using CFRP.

This is demonstrated by the fact that after our prestressed RC pipe was wrapped
around with either two or four layers of CFRP sheets, the developed strains of the pipes
were decreased for equally applied loads. In the future, we hope to evaluate Lee and Lee’s
(2013) [23] method of applying the sheets with double angle attachment in our experimental
model. As it is, the coating of prestressed concrete pipes with unidirectional sheets of
CFRP seems to be an extremely cost-effective method of providing structural strength for
pipelines used in forest roads.
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